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SLEEVE PACK - MHSP01

The returnable and reusable sleeve pack bulk 
container replaces the need for single use 
cardboard or non-collapsible IBCs.  It can stack 
up to four high due to its 9 leg nestable platform 
(which can conform to other industry models) 
and collapses quickly when empty.

The Sleeve Pack’s 40" x 48" pallet and cover is 
made up of a 100% recyclable high density 
polyethylene plastic and is strong enough for 
repeated use and economical for one-way 
applications. Its locking features secure the 
sleeve to the pallet and cover, and prevents slips 
or shifts during transit. They are resistant to 
punctures from forks and retain their integrity 
through high humidity or moist conditions, 
making them the ideal shipping container.

Contact us for height, thickness, drop- down 
door, color and custom graphics options.
Will be quoted upon request

FREEZER SPACER - MHFS710

Designed for blast freezing, this unique, durable 
and light weight freezer spacer reduces freezing 
time by 30% due to its multi-directional airflow 
design which increases freezing efficiency. 

This advanced design is produced with holes 
throughout for superior drainage, diminishing the 
risk of water accumulation during thawing and 
washing, which avoids the sanitation issues of 
other spacer designs.

By creating a barrier between stacked goods, the 
freezer spacer allows for optimal airflow between 
products and reduces the risk of ice 
accumulation while providing consistent cold 
storage temperatures.

Lighter and easier to handle than wood or 
structural foam, these freezer spacers are ideal 
for palletizing and freezing operations. They nest 
to 95% space saving storage, strength 
customization available to adapt a variety of 
applications. 
Will be quoted upon request

PALLET - MHP40X48

Made from durable recycled/recyclable HMWH-
DPE that these 40L x 48W x 7H pallets feature 9 
legs so they stack and nest neatly to save space 
in the warehouse.  They can be used numerous 
times leading to a reduction in replacement 
costs, as well as shipping costs due to lighter 
than wood pallet weight.  They feature a textured 
surface to minimize product movement.
Will be quoted upon request

Type: Twin - Fork Entry: 4-way

STACKERBOARD - MHSB40X48

The Stackerboard stabilizes double or triple 
stacked loads of irregular or uneven products. 
Nine leg placement pockets allow for quick 
positioning of a variety of 40" x 48" pallets.

Reinforced alignment corners allow for quick 
product positioning, recessed banding areas for 
secure strap hold, and optional banding area and 
striping available for easy recognition and 
traceability.

Drain holes prevent moisture accumulation and 
allowing outside storage and sustainability. The 
lightweight design weighs less than creating 
worker safety and easy handling.
Will be quoted upon request

EMPTY NESTED

< 20 Ibs

1300 per 53' trailer

DIMENSIONS
TARE WEIGHT

40L X 48.31W X 2.14H

TARE WEIGHT 22 Ibs
FLOOR LOAD CAPACITY 7500 Ibs

FORK LOAD CAPACITY 1200 Ibs

DIMENSIONS 40L X 48W X 7H

DIMENSIONS

TARE WEIGHT

40L X 48W X 1 3/8H

2.75 Ibs

Ask about additional
Material/Food Handling options. 


